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Abstract 

Recent work in planning has focussed on the re- 
use of previous plans. In order to re-use a plan in 
a novel situation the plan has to be transformed 
into an applicable plan. We describe an approach 
to plan transformation which utilises reasoning ex- 
perience as well as planning experience. Some of 
the additional information is generated by a series 
of self generated questions and answers, as well as 
appropriate experiments. Furthermore, we show 
how transformation strategies can be learned. 

lanning, Execution, and 
Transformation 

Over the past few years a new view of planning has 
emerged. This view is based on the re-use of pre-stored 
plans rather than on building new plans from first prin- 
ciples. 
Debugging of Interaction Problems uses pattern 

based retrieval of pm-stored programs and subrou- 
tines. Programs containing bugs are repaired by 
patching faulty steps, (Sussman 1974). 

Adaptive Planning employs abstraction and spe- 
cialisation of plans as transformation strategies, (Al- 
terman 1988). 

Case-Based Planning is an extension of Sussman’s 
ideas of retrieval and repair and the application of 
these ideas to planning. Hammond’s CHEF system 
modifies a retrieved plan to satisfy those goals which 
are not already achieved, executes the plan, repairs 
it when it fails, and stores the planning problems 
related to the failure in the plan. This approach is 
characterised as memory-based, because the organ- 
isation of the memory of previous plans is changed 
during the process (Hammond 1989). 

These approaches stress the necessity to modify previ- 
ous plans in order to obtain plans which can be used 
in a new situation. In particular, the memory-based 
approach to plan transformation attempts to integrate 
the phases of building a plan and learning from plan- 
ning failures. 

In addition to the standard features of plan modifi- 
cation, execution, and repair, a planning system should 
be able to transform plans based on knowledge about 
actions, with the objective being to improve the sys- 
tem’s reasoning about actions as well as plan execution. 
Furthermore, it should be able to learn the transfor- 
mation strategy as a higher level plan in order to apply 
similar methods of modification and repair to the strat- 
egy as to other plans. Oehlmann, Sleeman, & Edwards 
(1992) argue that learning a more appropriate plan can 
be supported by the generation of appropriate ques- 
tions and answers which we refer to as self-questions 
and answers; this is done using case-based planning. If 
an answer can not be generated, a reasoning compo- 
nent plans and executes an experiment in an attempt 
to acquire the missing knowledge. 

In particular, we address the following planning is- 
sues: 

reasoning about plans before plan execution, 

reasoning about all known plans, 

generating self-questions to build a plan transforma- 
tion, 

learning transformation strategies. 

We have implemented our approach to plan transfor- 
mation in an exploratory discovery system, IULIAN’ 
(Oehlmann, Sleeman, & Edwards 1992) and have 
tested the system in various domains. 

In the remainder of this paper, we present a top 
level view of the IULIAN system followed by an exam- 
ple demonstrating the interaction between case-based 
question and experimentation planning. We then de- 
scribe our approach to plan transformation. Finally, 
we evaluate the approach and indicate various options 
for future work. 

‘IULIAN is the acronym for Interogative Under- 
standing and Learning In AberdeeN. 
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Reasoning about Actions 
from Self-Questions 

IULIAN uses the planning of self-questions, answers 
and experiments to model reasoning about plans and 
actions. The main stages of IULIAN’s top level algo- 
rithm are given in Figure 1. 

1. Question Stage. Input a description of a new experi- 
mental setting (problem), execute a pre-stored ques- 
tion plan about the expected experimental result. 

2. Answer Stage. Try to generate an Answer for the Ques- 
tion. 

3. Experitueutatiom Stage. If the answer can not be gener- 
ated, conduct an experiment to obtain the answer. 
a) Generate a hypothesis about the experimental re- 

sult. 
b) Retrieve and execute an appropriate pre-stored ex- 

perimental plan (interacting with a simulator). 
c) Compare the experimental result with the hypotbe- 

sis and determine the expectation failure. 
d) Store experimental setting and experimental result 

as a new case. 
uestion and Answer Loop. If an expectation failure is 
found, generate a why question about the expectation 
failure. If the why question can be answered, store 
the answer as a new explanation, otherwise generate 
a sequence of questions, answers, and experiments in 
order to answer the why question and to obtain an ex- 
planation. If during the generation of this sequence a 
case is retrieved which is not sufficiently similar to 
the input problem, transform the plan associated with 
the retrieved case into a new plan and generate a new 
case by executing that plan. 

5. Model Rev&ion Stage. Use the final explanation to 
modify the causal model. 

Figure 1: IULIAN’s Top Level Algorithm 

The main task of the system is the discovery of 
new explanations to revise an initial theory. The ba- 
sic data structures of the IULIAN system are cases, 
causal models, and plans (see Figure 2). A case com- 
prises two components, an experimental setting (e.g. 
a description of an electric circuit with battery, lamp, 
and switch) and the result of an experiment such as 
the statement that the lamp is on when the battery is 
switched on. 

Cases are represented by objects and relations be- 
tween objects. Causal models have a similar represen- 
tation. However, they are stored in a separate library 
and their objects are viewed as abstract concepts, eg., 
the concept “lamp” rather than an actual lamp used 
in a given experiment (Oehlmann 1992). In addition, 
causal models use particular relations between con- 
cepts to represent causal links. A causal model is linked 
to the cases used to generate that model. Experimental 

plans describe the steps which have to be executed in 
order to produce an experimental setting and result, 
i.e. a case. Each case has a link to the experimen- 
tal plan which generated it. In addition, each plan 
contains a set of descriptors (indexes), such as goals 
and planning failures, to enable plan retrieval. Plans 
are retrieved by matching their index values with the 
characteristic values of a given situation. The effects 
of plan execution are simulated by a rule-based simu- 
lator. The same basic plan structure is employed for 
question and answer plans, although the index vocabu- 
lary differs. Executing these plans allows the system to 
connect small parts of questions and answers in order 
to generate complete questions and answers. Question 
strategies are higher level plans2 which organise the 
execution of single question and answer plans, when 
it is important to generate questions in a particular 
sequence. 

Before we describe the details of the transformation 
process, we will discuss the core of an example focus- 
ing on the question and answer loop (stage 4 of the 
top level algorithm). The entire example and the ques- 
tions used during the reasoning process are described 
in (Oehlmann, Sleeman, & Edwards 1992). 

We assume that the IULIAN system receives as in- 
put the description of a electric circuit with lamp and 
closed switch in parallel (target domain). Associated 
with the description of the circuit (target case) is an 
experimental (target) plan to build the circuit by con- 
necting the various components and to observe the sta- 
tus of the lamp. The lamp is reported as being off, as 
a result of this experiment. This result is inconsistent 
with the systems expectation based on a previous case 
of a serial circuit in which the lamp was on. The sit- 
uation characterised by this expectation failure (par- 
tially) matches the index of a question plan for gener- 
ating a why question which would identify an explana- 
tion of the expectation failure (Stage 4 of the top level 
algorithm). IULIAN is able to retrieve the question 
plan but not an appropriate answer plan, because the 
explanation has not been stored. This new situation 
determines an index for retrieving the question strat- 
egy CROSS-DOMAIN-REMINDING which supports 
analogical case retrieval between domains. Executing 
the first step of the question strategy initialises the re- 
trieval and execution of a question plan to generate an 
additional top level question. The answer plan to this 
question can be executed and the generated answer 
comprises a (source) case in the domain of water pipes 
(source domain). The interplay between the execution 
of question and answer plans has actually lead to a 
case-retrieval (reminding) across domain boundaries. 

2Note that all planning components in the IULIAN sys- 
tem are case-based planners, see (Qehlmann, Sleeman, & 
Edwards 1993). 
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Source Case: Target Case: 

Result: Paddle Wheel WI is A turning Result: Lump BI is of 
Target Plan: 

:action (connect3 object1 object6 objectll) 

(plan :name parallel#switch-bulb 

connect-triple-connector1 

:domain electric-circuits 
:bindings ((object1 battery-2) (object2 bulb-3) 

:action (connect4 object4 object6 object7 objects) 

(object3 switch-2) (object4 triple-connector-A-l) 

connect-switch :action (connect3 object3 object7 objectlo) 

(object5 triple-connector-B- 1) (object6 wire l-2) 
(object7 wire2-2) (object8 wire3-2) 

connect-bulb :action (connect3 object2 object8 object9) 

(object9 wire4-1) (objectlO wire51) 
(object11 wire6-1) (object12 battery-on-l) 

connect-triple-connector2 

(object13 battery-off- 1) (object14 switch-on- 1) 
(object15 switch-off-l)) 

:goals (parallel%obj2-obj3 objZstate) 

:action (connect4 object5 object9 object10 objectll) 

: steps 
connect-battery 

set-switch-to-on-state 
:action (set-state object3 object14 objectl5) 

switch-battery-on 
:action (set-state object1 object13 objectl2) 

check-bulb-state :action (check-state object2)) 

EXPERIMENTA~ON PLAN and CASE 

source Plan: 
(plan :name parallel#plainpipe-paddlewheel 
:domain water-pipes 

action (connect3 object1 object6 objectll) 

:bindings ((object1 pump-l) (object2 paddle-wheel-l) 

connect-pipe-triple-connector1 

(object3 plain-pipe-l) 
(object4 pipe-triple-connector-A-l) 

x&ion (connect4 object4 object6 object7 objects) 

(object5 pipe-triple-connector-B-l) 
(object6 pi@-1) (object7 pipe2-2) 

connect-plainpipe :action (connect3 object3 object7 objectlo) 

(object8 p&3-2) (object9 pipe4-1) 
(object10 pipe51 (object11 pipe6-1) 

connect-paddlewheel :action (connect3 object2 object8 object9) 

(object12 pump-on-l) (object13 pump-off-l)) 
:goals @arallel%obj2-obj3 obj2-state) 
:steps 

connect-pipe-triple-connector2 

connect-pump 

:action (connect4 object!? object9 object10 objectll) 
switch-pump-on 

:action (set-state object1 object13 objectl2) 
check-paddlewheel-state :action (check-state object2)) 

EXPERIMENTATION PLAN and CASE: 
Parallel Water Pipes with Plain Pipe and Paddle Wheel 

Parallel Circuit with Switch and Bulb 
Figure 2 

In the source case a plain pipe and a paddle wheel 
are in parallel. Additionally the observation that the 
paddle wheel does not turn is stored in the source case, 
which is associated with both a causal model and the 
source plan. A summary of the causal model is given 
below: 

In order for the paddle wheel to turn, water must 
flow over it, There is a plain pipe in parallel with the 
paddle wheel. The smaller the resistance in a given 
pipe, the greater is the water flow in this pipe. If one 
of two parallel pipes has a very low resistance and the 
other one has a very high resistance, most of the water 
f-lows through the pipe with low resistance. Since the 
paddle wheel offers resistance to the flow and the plain 
pipe does not, all of the water flow goes through the 
plain pipe. Since there is no water flow over the paddle 
wheel, the paddle wheel does not move. 

The source model can not be applied to the original 
electric circuit, because the switch and the plain pipe 
are not sufficiently similar. 3 Therefore, the source plan 

is transformed into a new source plan able to generate 
a new source case which is sufficiently similar to the 
target case. The transformation process is described 
in the following section. 

During plan transformation, IIJLIAN replaces the 
step which refers to the insertion of a plain pipe by 
a step which refers to the insertion of a valve. The 
valve is more similar to the switch in the target do- 
main, because both components are used to pursue the 
goal “select:flow-interruption/flow-support”. In addi- 
tion, the system inserts a step which opens the valve.4 

Once the transformation process is finished, two ad- 
ditional reasoning stages are needed. First, the rea- 
soner has to collect evidence that the causal model 
associated with the source case is valid for the trans- 
formed source case. Second, the reasoner has to mod- 
ify the causal model to make it applicable to the target 
case, and it then has to ensure that the modified causal 
model is valid for this case. 

(Oehlmann, Sleeman, & Edwards 1992). 
*The inserted steps are marked in Figure 3 in italics. 3For a discussion of how simiIarity is measured see 
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Cross Domain 
Pl 

Lamp BI is ofl 
Modified Target Plan: ‘bansformed and Mod&xl Source Plan: 
(plan :name parallel#switch-bulb-test (plan :name parallel#valve-paddlewheel 
:domain electric-cicuits :domain water-pipes 
:bindings ((object1 battery-l) (object2 lamp-l) :bindings ((object1 pump-l) (object2 paddle-wheel-l) 

(object3 switch-l) (object4 triple-connector-A-l) (object3 valve-l) (object4 pipe-triple-connector-A-l) 
(object5 triple-connector-B-l) (object6 wirel-1) (object5 pipe-triple-connector-B-l) (object6 p&l-l) 
(object7 wireZ 1) (object8 wire3- 1) (object7 p&2-1) (object8 pipe3-1) 
(object9 wire4-1) (object10 wires-1) (object9 pipe4-1) (objectlO pipe5 1) 
(object11 wire6-1) (object12 battery-on-l) (object11 p&6-1) (object12 pump-on-l) 
(object13 battery-off-l) (object14 switch-off-l) (object13 pump-off-l) (object14 valve-closed-l) 
(object15 switch-on-l) (object15 valve-open-l)) 
(object 16 test-lamp- 1) :goals @arallel%obj2-obj3 obj2-state) 
(object17 wire7-1)) :steps 

:goals (parallel%obj2-obj3 obj2-state) connect-pump 
:steps :action (connect3 object1 object6 object1 1) 

connect-battery connect-pipe-triple-connector1 
:action (connect3 object1 object6 objectll) :action (connect4 object4 object6 object7 object8) 

connect-triple-connector1 connect-valve :action (connect3 object3 object7 objectlo) 
:action (connect4 object4 object6 object7 objects) connect-paddlewheel :action (connect3 object2 object8 object9) 

connect-switch :action (connect3 object3 object7 object1 7) 
connect-test-lamp :action (connect3 object16 object1 7 objectlo) 

connect-pipe-triple-connector2 

connect-1amp:action (connect3 object2 object8 objects) 
:action (connect4 object5 object9 object10 objectll) 

connect-triple-connector2 
set-valve-to-open-state 

:action (connect4 object5 object9 object 10 object 11) :action (set-state object3 object14 objectIS) 
set-switch-to-on-state switch-pump-on 

:action (set-state object3 object14 objectl5) :action (set-state object1 object13 objectl2) 
switch-batterv-on check-paddlewheel-state :action (check-state object2)) 

:action (sei-state object 1 object 13 object 12) 
check-test-lamp-state :action (check-state object 16)) EXPERIMENTATION PLAN generated by RJLIAN: 

EXPERIMENTATION PLAN generated by IULIAN: Parallel Water Pipes with Valve and Paddle Wheel 

Parallel Electric Circuit with Switch, Lamp and Test Lamp 

Figure 3 

The first stage can be achieved by modifying the 
transformed plan (Hammond 1989). This stage has 
the following effect: in executing the modified plan the 
water pipe circuit is built by connecting the various 
components and a small test paddle wheel is placed af- 
ter the valve. The test paddle wheel allows the planner 
to test whether the water runs through the valve. 

In the second stage, the table of similar objects (see 
the following section) enables the system to replace all 
objects from the water pipe domain which appear in 
the causal model with similar objects from the electric 
circuit domain. The validity of the modified causal 
model can be tested by modifying the target plan in 
the same way as the transformed source plan. A step is 
added to the plan, allowing the planner to insert a test 
lamp after the switch in the electric circuit in order to 
test whether the current flows through the path with 
the switch. The result of plan execution shows that the 
current flows through the switch rather than through 
the main lamp and confirms the new causal model. 

rmation from 

In this section, we describe our approach to plan trans- 
formation by extending the example in the previous 
section. We will focus in particular on the interaction 
between self-questions and transformation steps. 

The system has to accept that the plan is appropri- 
ate for mapping the relevant parts of the knowledge 
from the water pipe domain to the domain of electri- 
cal circuits. Therefore it retrieves a question plan to 
generate an evaluation question.5 

uestion 1.2: Is the retrieved experimental plan 
(source) appropriate? 
Answer 1.2: No, there are steps in the target plan 
without equivalents in the source plan. 

5We assume that the appropriate question and answer 
plans are available rather than a higher level question strat- 
egy representing the transformation process. This strategy 
will be learned during the process of self-questioning and 
answering. 
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The answer reveals that the plan is not completely 
appropriate; however, it is the best plan IULIAN can 
obtain. Therefore, the strategy CROSS-DOMAIN- 
REMINDING is suspended and the plan is trans- 
formed into a more appropriate one.6 It is important 
to note that the strategy goals are not abandoned, the 
planner still has the goal to perform a mapping be- 
tween the water pipe domain and the electric circuit 
domain. IULIAN will achieve this goal only if it has a 
plan available to build the appropriate links between 
source and target domains. It is therefore desirable 
that the system is able to reason about all the plans it 
knows (Pollack 1992). The stages of plan transforma- 
tion are summarised-in Figure 2. - 

1. Match ob,jects and relations in target and source plan 
with respect to the abstract descriptor values goal, 
task, cd belief. If a match succeeds store the 
matching object pairs in the Obj&- 

transformation-table. If one of the matches does 
not succeed perform the following stages. 

2. Instantiate steps in target and source plan using the 
information from the object-transformation- 
table and match the steps in target and source plan 
according to identical goals (omitted in Figures 2 and 
3) and actions. Build the step-transformation- 
table of matching steps. 

3. Identify the non matching steps in the target plan and 
search the plan library for matching steps in plans 
from the source domain. Store these pairs in the 
retrieved-step-table. 

4. Build a new source plan by inspecting every step in 
the target plan. If the step-transformation-table 
contains a matching source step, copy this step into 
the new plan. If the retrieved-step-table contains a 
matching retrieved step, copy this step into the new 
plan. 

5. Collect the abstract indices used to retrieve the 
appropriate questions and answers during the plan 
transformation process and build a new question 
strategy. 

Figure 4: The Transformation Steps 

In order to reason about plans in different domains, 
a similarity measure has to be established, i.e. the 
planner has to know which steps in the plan are similar 
and which steps are different. In a second stage, the 
planner uses the table of matching objects and the two 
binding lists to build a table of equivalent steps. 

The system is able to generate Answer 1.2, because 
there are steps which do not appear in the table of 
equivalent steps. In order to identify these differences, 
IULIAN retrieves a question plan whose execution re- 

61f the transformation fails, the problem is presented to 
the user who can add additional knowledge and re-start the 
process. 

sults in Question 1.2.1. 
Question 1.2.1: Which steps in the target plan have 
no equivalent in the source plan and which steps in the 
source plan have no equivalent in the target plan? 
Answer 1.2.1: The step CONNECT-SWITCH in 
the target plan has no equivalent in the source plan and 
the step CONNECT-PLAINPIPE in the source plan 
has no equivalent in the target plan. 

After establishing the exact differences between both 
plans, the system has a choice between modifying the 
source plan or the target plan. In our example, IU- 
LIAN searches in the water pipe domain for the equiv- 
alent to the step CONNECT-SWITCH and uses this 
equivalence to modify the source plan. The system re- 
trieves and executes a question plan focusing on the 
step CONNECT-SWITCH. 
Question 1.2.2: What is the equivalent for the step 
CONNECT-SWITCH in the WATER-PIPE domain? 
Answer 1.2.2: The step CONNECT-VALVE in the 
plan SERIAL#VALVE-PADDLEWHEEL. 

The generation of the answer involves the search for 
an equivalent step in the remaining experimentation 
plans. The system is looking for a step which supports 
the same goals it pursued in the circuit domain us- 
ing the step CONNECT-SWITCH. However, the new 
step has to be found in the domain of water pipes, 
because the plan to be transformed describes an ex- 
periment in this domain. In addition, the new step 
and the step CONNECT-SWITCH should perform ac- 
tions with the same name. IULIAN might have identi- 
fied additional steps in the source plan without equiv- 
alents in the target plan. If this happened, the sys- 
tem would then attempt to find appropriate steps in 
the plan SERIAL#VALVEPADDLEWHEEL. If this 
limited search is not successful, it would start a new 
general search through the entire plan library. How- 
ever, it would use similar goal, domain and action con- 
straints as described above. After retrieving the step 
CONNECT-VALVE, the system has the necessary in- 
formation to build a new plan. The following ques- 
tion focuses on the plan transformation goal and at- 
tempts to combine all the single pieces of information 
obtained. 
Question 1.2.3: How can I make the source plan 
more similar to the target plan? 
Answer 1.2.3: I can make the source plan 
more similar to the target plan by removing the step 
CONNECT-PLAINPIPE and replacing it with the step 
CONNECT- VALVE. 

The new experimental plan PARALLEL#VALVE 
PADDLEWHEEL is then generated (see Figure 3). We 
take the memory-based view that organisation of mem- 
ory should reflect its function (Hammond 1989) and so 
memory supporting learning should reflect this pro- 
cess by changing its organisation. The learning task 
described here involves the transformation of plans. 
Therefore, the overall transformation process should 
be reflected by changing the indices of plans. IULIAN 
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improves plan indexing by storing information about 
equivalent objects or equivalent steps and information 
about the problem the system had with the source 
plan. After successful generation of the new plan, the 
question and answer goals used to retrieve the appro- 
priate questions and answers are packaged to form a 
strategy which can be executed when a similar problem 
arises. In this way, the planner learns a new plan, and 
additionally a new and more efficient way to cope with 
the problem of an inappropriate plan in the context of 
cross domain reminding. 

With the newly generated plan, IULIAN contin- 
ues the execution of the suspended question strategy 
CROSS-DOMAIN-REMINDING which finally leads to 
the explanation given in the example. 

Evaluation 
Discussion 

The three main goals of our transformation approach 
are: improving the execution of question strategies, im- 
proving plan execution, and learning new transforma- 
tion strategies. In this section, we discuss the achieve- 
ments and limitations of our approach in the light of 
these goals and compare the approach with previous 
systems discussed in Section 1. 

Execution of the question strategy is improved, 
because the transformation process generates new 
plans. These plans enable the system to execute the 
strategy. In previous approaches, (Alterman 1988; 
Hammond 1989; Hanks & Weld 1992), plans are 
transformed to facilitate plan execution. Similarly, 
approaches to cross domain analogy rely on exist- 
ing knowledge structures rather than on knowledge 
newly generated by experimentation (Vosniadou & 
Ortony 1989). IULIAN additionally views plans as 
knowledge about actions which facilitates the rea- 
soning process. 
Plan execution is improved in that the transformed 
plan addresses additional planning situations. In 
contrast to previous systems, the close integration 
of reasoning and planning enables IULIAN to trans- 
form plans based on its knowledge about the rea- 
soning process, rather than only using its experience 
with plan execution. 
A new transformation strategy is learned by stor- 
ing the components of the transformation process in 
a question strategy. Learning plan transformations 
in this way is a novel contribution. In previous ap- 
proaches, e.g. the CHEF system (Hammond 1989), 
plan transformation is implemented as a set of fixed, 
pre-stored rules. 
The current scope of our plan transformation ap- 
proach is limited to the cross domain reminding 
strategy. However, we expect that new strategies 
can be easily incorporated because the structure of 
our transformation approach is highly modular and 

each 
nent. 

component can be replaced with a new compo- 

Future Work 
Our system evaluation indicates that the current trans- 
formation mechanism is restricted to reasoning in the 
context of cross domain reminding. Although the rea- 
soner is able to apply the approach to a large variety 
of different situations, we intend to extend our concept 
of plan transformation to additional reasoning strate- 
gies. An important advantage of our approach is the 
application of case-based planning to the transforma- 
tion process itself. We will continue to address this 
question by investigating the modifications needed to 
adapt a transformation strategy learned in the context 
of a given reasoning strategy to a second reasoning 
strategy. 
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